
WRITING A PROFESSIONAL LETTER OF INTRODUCTION

Sample letters of introduction to introduce yourself and to introduce two other people, what to include, and how to write a
letter of introduction.

Letter of Introduction Writing Tips The most important tip to remember when writing a letter of introduction
is to keep it short and to the point. Best, Joseph â€” These are rather formal examples. During your career, you
might need to write a letter of introduction for a variety of reasons, including the following: Introducing one
colleague to another Introducing clients or customers Introducing a contractor or freelancer Introducing a job
candidate A professional, clearly communicated letter of introduction can help give people the context and
information they need when meeting someone new. Letter of Introduction Example: Introducing Two People
This is a letter of introduction example for introducing two people. Thanks for your time, and I look forward
to hearing from you. Write a greeting To start, write a short greeting that opens the letter in a thoughtful way.
When writing your letter, make sure the tone matches your relationship. If you are close friends, you can write
in a slightly less formal style. Include information that will allow the reader to find out more if desired about
your company or organization or the products or services you provide. If you feel there is additional contact
information that is necessary, you should include it here as well. Since she will be coming your way, I was
hoping that you might be willing to consider Cami for a position in your firm or assist her with finding other
opportunities in New York. She will be a great asset to whoever hires her on. Invite the person to an open
house, grand opening, sale, etc. We will be sad to see her go. Good luck! You can also reach him at  Close by
thanking the person, and end on a positive note. He is expecting to hear from you. Include their title, then a
brief overview of what they do and how they have been successful as it relates to the reader. Provide any
necessary context that will help the reader understand why you are making an introduction and why it involves
them. You can also review my portfolio of work at www. Advertisement Tips: How to Write a Letter of
Introduction It is ok to keep the letter less formal if it is someone you know well Be concise and stay on topic
Ask for specific assistance â€” don't make general or unattainable requests Provide contact information for the
person being referred An introduction letter might just be an email between friends or colleagues Sample
Introduction Letters Business Letter of Introduction Sample This sample introduction letter is a great example
of how to bring two friends or associates together. Make it as easy as possible for the recipient to respond.
How to Write the Different Kinds of Letters of Introduction Writing an informal introduction letter to
introduce someone to a third party is rather simple. Does the other person wish to apply for a job opening?
Tell about the company or organization. Provide information on how they might work together or be helpful
for each other Next, briefly explain how and why you are making the introduction. If you are making a special
promotional offer or having a special sale on the new products or services, include information about it.
Typically speaking, an informal introduction letter is used in the second case where Person A is introducing
Person B to Person C. She has worked for me the past 6 months and has done an excellent job. That someone
might be a potential candidate for employment, or someone looking for career assistance. How to write an
introduction letter to introduce a company, organization, product, or service: Identify the name of your
company or organization. Here, you will include their name on the first line, followed by a friendly start.
Thanks for your teamwork on this project! Career Paths Letter of Introduction: Overview and Examples A
letter of introduction is a type of correspondence, usually email, used to introduce one person to a friend or
professional colleague to another person or group of people. The following example might just be an email. A
letter of introduction is one way to forge a connection with someone you would like to know.


